1. Summary. The method of mixtures, explained in Section 2, is applied '~to derive the distribution functions of a positive quadratic form in normal variates and of the ratio of two independent forms of this type. This interpretation of F(x) Will, however, not be invofved in the present paper.
The following statements are provod in(.l J. whenever the left hand side of(6} exists. In particular" the characteristic function cp (t) corresponding to F(x) is (8) provided that this series converges uniformly in same interval including x.
Conversely, if (8) is the relation between the frequency functions and if the series is uniformly convergent in any finito interval, then the relation between the dietribution functions ie given by (4). In practice we deduce (4) from (8), or" using the uniquoness theorem for characteristic functions, from (7).
As regards computa.tion, we observe that for· any integers 0~Pl~P2
and for any x it follows from (3) and (4) that 
Now if F(x), G(x) are both mixtures, then by (5), so tha.t r ..,
As an application of the principles set for~h in this section we shall express as series of the mixture type (4) the distribution functions of any positive quadratic form in normal variates and of -the ratio of any two independent forms of this type. Special cases of th e problem have been dealt with by Tang [ 2J' lisu f3J' and ma.:ny others, but -the method of mixtures permits a unified and simple t~eatment of the geno:ral caso.
(x~0),
n lo the chi-square distribution function With n > 0 degrees of freedom,°x
The corresponding characteristic function is 00
where we have set w -:
We shall denote by In any variate with Let a be any constant such that a > O. The characteristic function of the variate a.X~is
By the binomial theorem we ha.ve for any a .> 0,
1". 1
(j = 0, 1, ... ).
for a~1 we see from (15) that all the cj are non:'neeative. Likewise for 1 ( " " )
a :> '2 and hence !: fortiori for a~1 we have i~li i .) 1 so tha.t (14) holds for all~z~~1; setting z = 1 it follows that the sum of all the cJ is equal to 1. Renee for a~1,
Since J w, = : l-21t I~1 for all real t it follows from (13) and (14) that for a~1,
=tcJ (f n+2/ t ).
Hence f'or a~1 the distribution function F n (xl a) of the variate a 1-~is a mixture of X2 distribution functions,
where the c J ' determined by the identity (14), are the probabilities of a negative binomial distribution.
It~, in fact be proved by a direct analysis, which we omit here, that Proof. The characteristic function of Xl a is, by (13) and (18),
.1
Hence for any y, =toF (y),
J M+2J
.e whence (19) follows on setting x == aye F~1nally, since F(x) is a decreasing function of n for fixed x, (20) follows from (9).
It should be observod that the coofficients c j detormned by (18) In computational work we can use the tables of the beta distribution function 
Dotine constants c J ' <\ by the identitios By expanding the last factor into a power series it is easily seon that
,. where f (x) = F'(x} is the chi-square frequency function with n degrees of n n freedom and where 1 2 ..
The series (24) is uniformly convorgont in any finlte intorval, so that we can write the distribution function F{x) and characteristic function of X in the forms <jJ (t) ,
-'id (l-v) w 
